We employ a novel data-enabled predictive control (DeePC) in voltage source converter (VSC) based high-voltage DC (HVDC) stations to perform safe and optimal wide-area control. Conventional optimal wide-area control is model-based. However, in practice detailed and accurate parametric power system models are rarely available. In contrast, the DeePC algorithm uses only input/output data measured from the unknown system to predict the future trajectories and calculate the optimal control policy. We showcase that the DeePC algorithm can effectively attenuate inter-area oscillations even in the presence of measurement noise, communication delays, nonlinear loads and uncertain load fluctuations. Furthermore, we derive a novel Min-Max DeePC algorithm to be applied independently in multiple VSC-HVDC stations to mitigate inter-area oscillations, which enables decentralized and robust optimal wide-area control. Further, we discuss how to relieve the computational burden of the Min-Max DeePC by reducing the dimension of prediction uncertainty. All of our results are illustrated with high-fidelity, nonlinear, and noisy simulations of a four-area test system.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low-frequency inter-area oscillations prevailing in bulk power systems are generally caused by the fast exciters of synchronous generators (SGs) and long transmission lines [1] . Restraining such oscillations is essential for the secure operations of power systems. A standard solution is to implement power system stabilizers (PSSs) in the excitation system of SGs. There have been abundant works on the design of PSS, e.g., control structure design [2] , optimal control design [3]- [5] and decentralized design [5] - [7] . The appropriate placement of PSSs can be obtained from participation factors (by using Prony method, etc.) or transfer function residues [8] .
Another popular solution is to utilize the high controllability and flexibility of high-voltage DC (HVDC) stations to mitigate low-frequency oscillations [9] - [12] . Unlike SGs, HVDC stations are three-phase power converters which have no rotational part and thus enable fast voltage magnitude and phase control in power grids. It has been shown in [10] - [12] that with proper control design, the voltage source converter (VSC) based HVDC station can effectively mitigate lowfrequency oscillations. Moreover, with wide area measurement systems (WAMS), optimal control can be performed in VSC-HVDC stations by employing model predictive control (MPC) to stabilize the system [13] , [14] . In fact, the application of WAMS greatly facilitates system identification based on the L. Huang Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) data and the subsequent control design [15] . However, an accurate and detailed model of the system is needed for the controller design or prediction of the future behaviours, which may result in inferior performance under model mismatch or uncertainties.
Normally, the uncertainties in the system are handled using robust or adaptive methods. For example, the value set approach was used in [16] to perform robust stability analysis and parameter design in large power systems. A robust design of multi-machine PSSs based on simulated annealing optimization technique was presented in [17] . However, these methods are still model-based and thereby result in complicated design and complex controllers. We note that although model-based design in theory provides an optimal solution for the oscillation events, optimality and robustness can rarely be achieved in practice because (i) the true parameters of the devices (e.g., HVDC stations and SGs) are hard to obtain due to dependency on operating conditions and parameter uncertainty; (ii) the control algorithms of the devices designed by their manufacturers are usually unknown from the system operator's point of view; (iii) the grid model is ever-changing and thereby hard to obtain due to different operation modes, uncertainties, and relaying. To tackle such challenges, recent control approaches entirely circumvent these model-based methods in favor of data-driven approaches [18] - [20] .
In our previous work [21] - [23] we have developed a novel Data-enabled Predictive Control (DeePC) algorithm and applied it to a VSC-HVDC station to perform safe and optimal control, which uses local measurements to effectively eliminate the oscillations in a two-area system. The DeePC algorithm needs only input/output measurements from the unknown system to predict the future trajectory and uses the real-time feedback to drive the unknown system along a desired optimal trajectory [21] . The stability of DeePC was investigated in [24] which showed that the regularizations in DeePC enjoy strong stability guarantees even in the presence of measurement noise and corrupted data.
Rather than a parametric system representation, the DeePC algorithm proposed in [21] relies on behavioural system approach which describes the input/output behaviour of the system through the subspace of the signal space wherein trajectories of the system live [25] - [27] . This signal space of trajectories is spanned by the columns of a data Hankel matrix which results in a non-parametric and data-centric perspective on dynamical control systems.
In this paper, we apply the DeePC algorithm in multiple VSC-HVDC stations to perform optimal wide-area control. In a first step, the DeePC is employed in a centralized controller which provides optimal control signals for multiple VSC-HVDC stations. It is noteworthy that due to the datacentric system representation, the DeePC algorithm is naturally immune to the impact of unknown communication delays. We test the performance of the DeePC algorithm under various system settings and compare it to conventional MPC. It is shown that DeePC achieves better performance even in the presence of noisy measurements and system nonlinearity. We then develop a Min-Max DeePC algorithm which enables decentralized, robust, and optimal wide-area control and discuss how to reduce the computational burden of the Min-Max DeePC and to achieve real time implementation. All of our results are illustrated with high-fidelity nonlinear simulations.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II we give a brief review on the DeePC algorithm. Section III applies DeePC in a four-area test systems to perform optimal wide-area control. In Section IV we present the Min-Max DeePC and discuss how to reduce the computational burden. Section V applies the Min-Max DeePC in the four-area test system to perform robust and optimal wide-area control in a decentralized way. We conclude the paper in Section VI.
II. DATA-ENABLED PREDICTIVE CONTROL A. Preliminaries and Notation
Consider the following nth-order minimal realization of a discrete-time linear time-invariant (LTI) system
where
x t ∈ R n is the state of the system at time t ∈ Z ≥0 , u t ∈ R m is the input vector at time t ∈ Z ≥0 , and y t ∈ R p is the output vector at time t ∈ Z ≥0 (Z ≥0 is the discrete-time axis). Let u i,t be the ith element of u t and y i,t the ith element of y t . Let u = col(u 1 , u 2 , ...) and y = col(y 1 , y 2 , ...) be respectively the input and output trajectories whose dimensions can be inferred from the context, where col(a 1 , ..., a i ) := [a 1 · · · a i ] . Let L, T ∈ Z ≥0 . The trajectory u ∈ R mT is persistently exciting of order L if the Hankel matrix
is of full row rank, i.e., the signal u is sufficiently rich and sufficiently long, i.e., T ≥ (m + 1)L − 1. Consider T ini , N, T ∈ Z ≥0 such that T ≥ (m + 1)(T ini + N + n) − 1, an input trajectory u d ∈ R mT that is persistently exciting of order T ini + N + n and the corresponding output trajectory y d ∈ R pT measured from (1). Here we assume that the state-space matrices A, B, C and D are unknown and use the superscript d to indicate that these trajectories are data samples measured off-line from (1). We use u d and y d to construct the Hankel matrices H Tini+N (u d ) and H Tini+N (y d ), which are further partitioned into two parts
Y F ∈ R pN ×(T −Tini−N +1) . In the sequel, the data in the partition with subscript P (for "past") will be used to estimate the initial condition of the system, whereas the data with subscript F will be used to predict the "future" trajectories. Here T ini is the length of an initial trajectory and N is the length of a predicted trajectory starting from the initial trajectory (i.e., we predict forward N steps).
According to [26] , col(u ini , y ini , u, y) is a trajectory of (1) if and only if there exists g ∈ R T −Tini−N +1 such that
The trajectory col(u ini , y ini ) can be thought of as an initial condition for the trajectory col(u ini , y ini , u, y) and col(u, y) as a future trajectory starting from this initial condition.
The lag of the system in (1) is defined by the smallest integer ∈ Z ≥0 such that the observability matrix O (A, C) := col(C, CA, ..., CA −1 ) has rank n, i.e., the state can be reconstructed after measurements. If T ini ≥ , the future output trajectory y is uniquely determined through (4) for every given input trajectory u [27] .
In a data-driven setting, and n are not known, and we can use a guess or upper bound on them instead (see Section III for the parameter tuning of DeePC). Also, one should try to make the bound tight for computational and overfitting reasons.
B. Review of DeePC
The DeePC algorithm [21] uses input/output data collected from the unknown system to predict the future behaviour and perform optimal and safe control, thereby avoiding a parametric system representation. After using the input/output trajectory col(u d , y d ) (u d ∈ R mT and y d ∈ R pT ) to construct the Hankel matrices in (3), DeePC solves the following optimization problem to get the optimal future control inputs min g,σy,u∈U ,y∈Y
where U ⊆ R mN and Y ⊆ R pN are the input and output constraint sets, R ∈ R mN ×mN is the control cost matrix (positive definite), Q ∈ R pN ×pN is the output cost matrix (positive semidefinite), σ y ∈ R pTini is an auxiliary slack variable to ensure feasibility of the initial condition equality constraint, λ g , λ y ∈ R ≥0 are regularization parameters (we choose λ y sufficiently large such that σ y = 0 only if the constraint is infeasible [21] ), r ∈ R pN is the reference trajectory for the outputs, N is the prediction horizon, and col(u ini , y ini ) consists of the most recent input/output trajectory of (1) of length T ini , and a 2 X denotes the quadratic form a Xa. A two-norm penalty on g is included in the cost function as a regularization term to avoid overfitting in case of noisy data samples. In fact, when stochastic disturbances affect the output measurements, a two-norm regularization on g coincides with distributional two-norm robustness in the trajectory space [23] . DeePC involves solving the optimization problem (5) in a receding horizon manner [21] , that is, after calculating the optimal control sequence u , we apply (u t , ..., u t+k−1 ) = (u 0 , ..., u k−1 ) to the system for some k ≤ N − 1 time steps, update col(u ini , y ini ) to the most recent input/output measurements, and then set t to t+k for the DeePC algorithm.
Earlier work [22] has shown how DeePC is related to certainty-equivalence MPC, i.e., based on a nominal model. To be specific, an N -step auto-regressive-moving-average (ARMA) model of the unknown system can be identified using a least-square multi-step prediction error method (PEM) as
where the superscript + denotes the pseudoinverse operator. Then, the certainty-equivalence PEM-MPC solves the following optimization problem in a receding horizon manner min u∈U ,y∈Y
In fact, obtaining the ARMA model from the Hankel matrices in (6) coincides with solving (4) for y = Y F g and
which is the least-norm solution that satisfies the constraints in (5) ; in this sense, DeePC provides more flexibility in representing the unknown system [22, Lemma 3.2] rather than using the particular identified model (6) . We will compare the performance of DeePC and PEM-MPC in the next section.
III. CENTRALIZED WIDE-AREA CONTROL
In this section we apply the DeePC algorithm to VSC-HVDC stations, to perform centralized optimal wide-area control so as to mitigate low-frequency oscillations.
A. Descriptions of a Four-area Test System
Though the approach is general, to illustrate the point we consider a four-area test system with integration of an HVDC link in Fig.1 . The system has n = 208 states. The main parameters of this system are given in Table A .1 in the Appendix A. The four-area system has weakly-damped inter-area oscillations due to the fast exciters in SGs and long transmission lines.
The VSC-HVDC station 1 performs active power control in order to regulate the power flow of the DC link, and the VSC-HVDC station 2 performs dc voltage control for the HVDC link. Both of the VSC-HVDC stations apply phaselocked loops to synchronize with the AC grid and voltage control loops to regulate their terminal voltage.
B. Centralized Wide-area Control Using DeePC
We present now a centralized wide-area control based on DeePC as shown in Fig.2 . The controller collects the wide-area measurements of P 1 , P 2 and P 3 (which are respectively the interface power flows from Bus 7 to Bus 8, from Bus 8 to Bus 18, and from Bus 17 to Bus 18 as labeled in Fig.1 ), and then distributes the optimal control inputs to the two VSC-HVDC stations through u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and u 4 as displayed in Fig.1 . These control inputs merely affect transient performance and have no impact on the system's steady state due to the PI regulators in the outer control loops. Note that unknown (albeit constant) communication and measurement delays will not affect the performance of DeePC since it requires no explicit system model.
Configuration of the DeePC Algorithm
• The sampling time of DeePC is chosen as 0.02s since we focus on low-frequency dynamics here. Notice that the sampling time of DeePC is different from that of the basic control schemes of the VSC-HVDC stations (10kHz). • We choose the length of the initial trajectory to be T ini = 60 and assume that it is greater than the lag of the unknown system. The prediction horizon is chosen to be N = 120. • The parameters in the cost function are set to R = I, Q = 400 × I, λ g = 20 and λ y = 2000 (I is the identity matrix whose dimension can be inferred from the context). The reference trajectory r is set to be equal to the steady-state of y, which can be obtained from the power flow calculation. • Before DeePC is activated, persistently exciting white noise signals (noise power: 10 −4 p.u.) are injected into the system through u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and u 4 for 30s so as to construct the input/output Hankel matrix in (3) (with T = 1500).
To illustrate the effectiveness of the DeePC algorithm, we now provide a detailed simulation study based on a nonlinear model of the four-area system given in Fig.1 . As a base case, here we consider the loads to be constant power loads, and the output measurements to be noise-free (we will later consider nonlinear loads, load fluctuations and noisy measurements). Fig.3 displays the responses of the four-area system when the DeePC algorithm is adopted. We apply the first k elements of the optimal control sequence to the system every time after solving (5), as described in Section II B. It can be seen that DeePC effectively attenuates the inter-area oscillations after it is activated at t = 10s. Moreover, the damping ratio is improved with the decrease of k because of the nonlinearity of the system resulting in a prediction error. Hence, reducing k introduces faster feedback and improves the real-time closedloop performance. On the other hand, reducing k results in high computational burden since the optimization problem (5) needs to be solved more frequently. We use OSQP, a computationally efficient solver for quadratic programs [28] , to solve the optimization problem (5) . On an Intel Core 7200U CPU, OSQP requires about 1s to solve (5) every time in the above simulations. Therefore, by setting k larger than 50 (the sampling time is 0.02s), DeePC can be solved in real time, even without further customization or optimization of the code. Fig.3 also plots the system responses when certaintyequivalence PEM-MPC is applied in the wide-area controller, with the same data, Q, R, λ g and λ y as DeePC. It can be seen that in this case PEM-MPC effectively eliminates the inter-area oscillations as well, with the damping performance slightly worse than the DeePC algorithm (both with k = 60).
The above simulations on DeePC and PEM-MPC were repeated 100 times with different data sets to construct the Hankel matrices. The histogram in Fig.4 displays the closedloop costs (i.e., 
C. Nonlinear, Delayed and Noisy Implementation
To test the algorithms in a more practical setting of the fourarea system we also considered the following conditions: a) the loads consist of constant power loads and nonlinear loads, e.g., induction motors (IMs) (here we use the same IM model and parameters as those in [29] ); b) load fluctuations are taken into account by adding white noise (noise power: 4×10 −6 p.u.) in the reference values of loads; c) the output measurements are noisy (noise power: 4 × 10 −6 p.u.); d) communication delays are considered (set as 100ms). Fig.5 shows the time-domain responses of the four-area system when the above settings are considered in the simulations. It can be seen that the low-frequency oscillations are mitigated with the DeePC algorithm. By comparison, the oscillations still exist when employing PEM-MPC. This is because DeePC does not rely on an explicit system model and therefore provides more flexibility than conventional MPC methods [21] , [22] .
Repeating the simulations 100 times with different data sets to construct the Hankel matrices and different random seeds for the measurement noise and load noise gives rise to the histogram in Fig.6 . It is evident that DeePC achieves better performance than PEM-MPC on average. Moreover, the application of PEM-MPC may lead to instabilities of the system and thus unacceptable performance (e.g., with closedloop performance larger than 8000 in Fig.6 ). 
D. DeePC Hyperparameter Tuning
We now discuss the parameter tuning of DeePC (N , T ini , T and λ g ). Similar to conventional MPC, setting the prediction horizon N large enough is required for stability. Fig.7 plots the closed-loop cost (from 10s to 30s) of the system with different DeePC parameters. The closed-loop cost dramatically drops with the increase of the prediction horizon N and then remains within an acceptable range (in this plot we set k = N 2 ). The initial trajectory determines the inherent system state, and thus T ini gives a complexity for the model (related to the lag of the system). Fig.7 shows that the closed-loop cost drops with the increase of T ini from 5 to 40 and then remains nearly the same (as the system state is uniquely determined once T ini ≥ in the deterministic case).
The length of data T should be long enough for persistent excitation, i.e., sufficiently long and rich. Fig.7 shows that the closed-loop cost significantly drops when T is increased from 800 to 1000 and then remains nearly the same. We also observe that choosing a square Hankel matrix gives usually good performance, e.g., a minimum of the closed-loop cost (over T ) appears in Fig.7 around T = 1439 (corresponding to a square Hankel matrix), which indicates that incorporating more data may not necessarily provide better control policy. We will explore this issue in future work.
As mentioned before, the regularization on g in the cost function introduces distributional robustness [23] . Generally, the choice for λ g has a wide admissible range (relative to the choices of R and Q). As displayed in Fig.7 , the system has the expected performance for a wide range of λ g . Note that setting a large λ g (e.g., λ g > 10 4 ) makes (5) focus on minimizing g 2 2 , which is the same as applying close to zero control input since the controls are computed with U F g.
In short, Fig.7 indicates the robustness of the DeePC algorithm with regards to the choices of parameters. The system presents superior damping performance with proper regularization on g and sufficiently large N , T ini and T .
IV. MIN-MAX DEEPC
The DeePC algorithm presented above acts as a centralized wide-area control, which is not resilient to communication failures, especially when more VSC-HVDC stations are considered. To alleviate this problem, we develop a Min-Max DeePC algorithm where inputs from a neighboring subsystem are modeled as disturbances in the spirit of Plug-and-play MPC or robust optimal control [30]- [32] . This enables a decentralized wide-area control implementation, and it is also useful to robustify DeePC against measurable disturbances.
A. Basic Formulation
We extend the unknown LTI system in (1) by adding a measurable disturbance vector w t ∈ R q to (1) as
where E ∈ R n×q and F ∈ R p×q . To be specific, the unknown system is subjected to some external disturbances (w t ) whose past trajectory can be measured but the future trajectory is unknown. Let w d be a disturbance trajectory of length T (i.e., w d ∈ R qT ) measured from the unknown system such that col(u d , w d ) is persistently exciting of order T ini + N + n. Note that here w t is regarded as an uncontrollable input vector of the unknown system. Similar to u d and y d , we use w d to construct the Hankel matrix H Tini+N (w d ), which is further partitioned into two parts as
where W P ∈ R qTini×(T −Tini−N +1) and W F ∈ R qN ×(T −Tini−N +1) .
Then, similar to (4), col(u ini , w ini , y ini , u, w, y) is a trajectory of the unknown system (9) if and only if there exists
where w ini ∈ R qTini is the most recent measured disturbance trajectory and w = col(w 0 , w 1 , ..., w N −1 ) ∈ R qN is the future disturbance trajectory, which is unknown but assumed to be bounded at any point in time as w t ∈ [w, w].
The Min-Max DeePC algorithm solves the following robust optimization problem min g,σy,u∈U ,y∈Y
imposing upper and lower bounds on w t . Similar to the DeePC algorithm, (12) is implemented in a receding horizon fashion. By solving the robust optimization problem in (12) , the Min-Max DeePC provides robust and optimal control inputs with regards to the worst case of the future disturbance trajectory within the set W.
In what follows we will show how to remove the equality constraint so that (12) can be conveniently solved by standard robust optimization solvers. Let H = col(U P , W P , Y P , U F , W F ) and x ini = col(u ini , w ini , y ini + σ y , u, w) such that Hg = x ini . Then, the solution of Hg = x ini can be obtained by
where H ⊥ = I − H + H (I is the identity matrix), and x can be any vector in R T −Tini−N +1 . Further, we have
By substituting (13) and (14) into the objective function of (12) we remove the decision variables g, y and thus the equality constraint. Then, we reformulate the optimization problem in its epigraph form and derive the robust counterpart so that it can be conveniently solved by standard solvers [33] .
B. Downsampling of Future Disturbance Trajectory
Our parameterization of the future disturbance trajectory w ∈ W ∈ R qN can be of high dimension when we choose a long prediction horizon, leading to a high computational burden when solving the robust optimization problem in (12) . We discuss how to relieve the computational burden by constraining the set W and thus reducing the dimension of the future disturbance trajectory.
Notice that normally disturbances are not random bounded signals but have a certain degree of smoothness especially when low-frequency dynamics are considered. In fact, exploiting the correlation existing in disturbances is an efficient way to reduce the uncertainty [31] , [32] . In what follows, we show how to bound the bandwidth or total variation of the disturbance. In a first step we perform downsampling on w by selecting one every M steps of w to get the lower-dimensional representationw ∈ R q[R(N/M )+1] (the function R(a) rounds a to the nearest integer toward zero).
As shown in Fig.8 , the downsamping leads to a lowerdimensional but less accurate representation of the future disturbance trajectory. To smoothen this low-dimension trajectory and meanwhile make it share the same sampling rate as u and y, we linearly interpolate onw which leads to an extended trajectoryŵ with the same dimension as w (illustrated in Fig.8) given bŷ
, and A mod B denotes the remainder of A B . By replacing w byŵ in (15) we obtain a modified version of the Min-Max DeePC algorithm which has a lower-dimensional uncertainty parameterization becauseŵ entirely depends onw, thereby leading to lower computational burden.
On the other hand, due to the linear interpolation, the signal space ofŵ is in fact a subspace of w, that is, by maximizing overŵ one may not include the worst case in (12) unless the disturbance signal is itself smooth and satisifies (15) . In the next section, we will show that by imposing (15) we can in fact get the expected performance when dealing with lowfrequency oscillations.
V. DECENTRALIZED WIDE-AREA CONTROL
We now apply the Min-Max DeePC algorithm in the fourarea test system to perform decentralized, robust, and optimal wide-area control. In a first step, the four-area system is partitioned into two (two-area) subsystems which both receive two external inputs (i.e., P 3 and P dc ) as shown by the dashed red lines in Fig.1 . The past trajectories of P 3 and P dc are measurable, but their future trajectories are unpredictable from the subsystem point of view.
Each subsystem employs a wide-area controller to provide safe and robust optimal control policies obtained from (12) for the VSC-HVDC station within it, denoted by Min-Max DeePC 1 and Min-Max DeePC 2 illustrated in Fig.9 . We choose P 1 (P 2 ) from subsystem 1 (subsystem 2) as the output signal for Min-Max DeePC 1 (Min-Max DeePC 2) such that VSC-HVDC station 1 (VSC-HVDC station 2) aims at mitigating the oscillation in P 1 (P 2 ). The deviations of the signals P 3 and P dc from their steady-state values are considered as the external disturbances (i.e., w 1,t = ∆P 3 and w 2,t = ∆P dc ) in the Min-Max DeePC algorithms, that is, Min-Max DeePC 1 and Min-Max DeePC 2 provide robust  1  0  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20  -1  -2  -3  -4  -5  -6  -7  -8  -9  -10  -11  -12  -13  -14  -15 N-1 N-2 N- 3 N-4 N-5 N-6 N-7 N-8 N-9 N-10 N-11 N-12 N-13 Past trajectory Future trajectory Prediction horizon optimal control policies over the worst future trajectories that may occur in P 3 and P dc . Under the above setting, every controller needs one local measurement (P dc ) and two widearea measurements (P 3 and P 1 , or P 2 ).
Since each subsystem is about half of the size of the original system, we choose a smaller T ini = 30. The prediction horizon is chosen to be N = 40 (i.e., we predict forward 0.8s) in order to reduce the number of the decision variables and thus the computational burden. The reduction factor M of w is set as 40 to reduce the dimension of uncertainties, that is, only the first and last points of the disturbance trajectories are considered as uncertain and the other points in between are obtained by linear interpolation. The upper and lower bounds for w are w = 0.3 and w = −0.3. Note that we focus only on the lowfrequency oscillations in w which justifies the downsampling approach. Moreover, we force x in (13) and (14) to be zero to reduce the number of decision variables, which will in fact lead to a suboptimal solution for the Min-Max DeePC if the system is not LTI or noise-free. We will show that this suboptimal solution also achieves superior performance in oscillation damping. The coefficients in the cost function are the same as those in Section III B. Before activating the Min-Max DeePC in each VSC-HVDC station, persistently exciting white noise signals (noise power: 10 −4 p.u.) are injected into the system (through u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and u 4 ) for 10s (with T = 500) to get the data Hankel matrices (3) and (10) . Fig.10 plots the time-domain responses of the four-area system with application of Min-Max DeePC mitigating the inter-area oscillations (the parameters of the four-area system are the same as those in Section III C). Here we use the YALMIP toolbox to solve the robust optimization problem in (12) [33] , [34] , with Mosek set as the solver for conic programs [35] . Under this configuration, it takes about 0.14s to solve the robust optimization problem every time in the above simulation study (CPU: Intel Core i5 7200U). Therefore, by choosing k no less than 8 (the sampling time is 0.02s), the Min-Max DeePC can be solved in real time.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We applied the DeePC algorithm as a model-free approach to perform optimal wide-area control based solely on input/output trajectories measured from the unknown system to predict the future behaviours. In the power systems context, DeePC utilizes the high controllability and flexibility of VSC-HVDC stations to mitigate low-frequency oscillations. We showed that even with nonlinear loads, load fluctuations, communication delays and noisy measurements, DeePC still effectively attenuates the inter-area oscillations in the system. Furthermore, we presented a Min-Max DeePC algorithm to enable decentralized, robust, and optimal wide-area control and discussed how to relieve the computational burden through downsampling of the future disturbance trajectory. We showcased that the decentralized Min-Max DeePC effectively mitigates the inter-area oscillations and improves the scalability and reliability of the optimal wide-area control since a centralized controller is not needed. 
